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There is a saying in Sanskrit, "ranjayati iti raagah" - that which colours the
mind is the Raga. A Raga is the melodic framework, established by
tradition or born and inspired in the spirit of a master-musician. The beauty
of a Raga leads the listener to a serene and peaceful frame of mind and
brings him pure joy.
Samaya: There is a tradition of rendering a Raga within a time-frame
(samaya), because Ragas have hours and sometimes seasons prescribed
to them. For example, Yaman is an evening Raga, Darbari is rendered at
night, Todi, in the morning and Brindavani Sarang in the afternoon. It is
believed that to make the most of the tones and the notes, to be most
creative with the given sounds of a Raga, the time-laws of the Raga help.
In fact, most musicians would say that it is a must to follow this. Keeping
the time in mind is believed to provide the right psycho-physical ambiance
for original creation. Or, we can also say, that time has its occult impact on
us, to the artist and the listener, and we tune ourselves with greater ease to
a certain level of vibration and awareness at certain times.
Dhyana: It is said that each Raga has a dhyana, a meditative presence,
associated with it. It is not difficult to accept that Ragas have life in them.
Or, for those who think deeper, they can well understand if we say that
every Raga has a soul, a life and a journey. A Raga is eternally becoming,
blossoming out into new vivid forms through the musician.

KNOWLEDE OF DIFFERENT SHALIES AND IT’S FORMS
Dhrupad derives from the word dhruv (droov), which literally means fixed,
and pada (pud) literally verse/text. Dhrupad refers to both a type of
composition as well as a genre in North Indian classical music. The
discussion here focuses on the genre.
Dhrupad probably evolved from a family of musical styles that flourished
during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The bhakti (devotional)
movement of the followers of Vishnu and Shiva also substantially
contributed to the format and composition styles of dhrupad performed in
the courts of Raja Man Singh Tomar of Gwalior and other courts in Delhi,
Rajasthan, Punjab, and Gujarat in the fifteenth century. The popularity of
dhrupad arose when it entered the court of Emperor Akbar's court in the
sixteenth century. Tansen (Tawn’-sane), a legendary musician in Akbar's
court, is considered to be the father of the current form of classical dhrupad
and most classical performers trace their tradition to him. Dhrupad itself
has evolved considerably since Tansen's time. Since North Indian classical
tradition is transmitted orally, the music heard today is probably different
from what listeners experienced five centuries ago.

“Ragas are soliloquies and meditations, passionate melodies that draw
circles and triangles in a mental space, a geometry of sounds that can turn
a room into a fountain, a spring, a pool.”
- Octavio Paz
Dhrupad is the most ancient style of Hindustani classical music that has
survived until today in its original form. The Dhrupad tradition is a major
tradition of Indian culture.
The nature of Dhrupad music is spiritual. Seeking not to entertain, but to
induce feelings of peace and contemplation in the listener. The word
Dhrupad is derived from DHRUVA the steadfast evening star that moves
through our galaxy and PADA meaning poetry. It is a form of devotional
music that traces its origin to the ancient text of Sam Veda. The SAM
VEDA was chanted with the help of melody and rhythm called Samgana.
Gradually this developed into other vocal style called ‘Chhanda’ and
‘Prabandha’ with introduction of verse and meter. The fusion of these two
elements led to the emergence of Dhrupad.
By the eleventh Century Dhrupad music had crystallised into a perfect form
which has retained its original structure and purity through to the present
day. One significant characteristic of Dhrupad is the emphasis on
maintaining purity of the Ragas and the Swaras. According to some
accounts, Dhrupad was sung in the temples, the singer facing the divinity.
From this early chanting, Dhrupad evolved into a sophisticated classical
form of music.

The language of Dhrupad changed from Sanskrit Brij Bhasha some time
between the 12th and the 16th century. About six centuries ago, Dhrupad
came to be patronised by the royal courts and its complex rendering
became intended for highly sophisticated royal audiences. The
compositions became more secular. Some were written in praise of the
emperors; others elaborated on music itself. However the pristine nature of
Dhrupad survived and even today we hear this majestic form of music
performed like it was more that 500 years ago in the royal courts of the
emperors and kings of India.
In the conception of Indian classical music, Dhrupad has been an important
point of departure. Normally, Dhrupad is known only by its literary meaning
from the words Dhruva and Pada. Conceptually, however, it has a different
meaning: it refers to and emphasizes the circulatory construction of our
music. Dhruva means unmoving. It implies the return of the Swara (tonal),
Kala (time) and Shabda (textual) trajectories to a fixed point.
This was an innovative thought when compared to its predecessors. All
music existent today has attained this stature of construction because of
Dhrupad. Perhaps this is the reason Dhrupad is considered the soul of
Indian music. In the old compositions, they contain an indication to repeat
the initial text phrases.

The word ‘Dhruva’ is as old as the Natya Shastra itself in which we find a
separate chapter on Dhruva-Geeta.. In the Natya Shastra, Bharata Muni
describes Dhruvas as the songs which are referential in their structure.
Dhruva means a pole, a standpoint, a locus of reference, primarily The
other meaning is that it has certain fixed rules for execution.

khayal
Khayal is a more recent style of music that evolved from dhrupad and
crystallized in the seventeenth century. Khayal, (meaning imagination)
combines facets of dhrupad styles, techniques, and structure. A wider
variety of ornamentation is used in khayal, and the improvisation takes
place within the confines of a tala. The structure of a performance is less
restricted and the artist has a wider latitude in structuring and improvising
the performance. Due to its open nature, khayal has become far more
popular than dhrupad ever was.

KNOWLEDGE OFTirobhav and Avirbhav – ALPATVA AND BHUTVA
While the Raga has some specific rules you have to follow so that the
process of creation and expansion within that structure will give rise to the
proper emotions and moods, exceptions exist in that these rules are allowed
to be broken by those who can handle the improvisations expertly and
cleverly, as in the case of a pilot, who after knowing the complex technique
of handling a flying machine, is able to display an unlimited number of aerial
feats which would be difficult for a beginner to perform.
In an effort to create and reinforce the Raga image the expert performer, or
composer adds certain shades of other Raga melodies with great skill,
taking it to the limit, expertly maneuvering in ascending and descending
movements, until finally bringing the melodic shape of the Raga back to its
original form. This process of camouflaging a Raga temporarily is termed
Tirobhav or deviation. Coming back to the original Raga form after the
deviation is called Avirbhav.
This state of change however should not be maintained for a long period, as
this would mean over-indulgence in a different tonal field. Instead, the
player immediately and expertly comes back to the tonal grouping of the
original melody.

KNOWLEDGE OF ALANKARS
Alankars are different sets of the swars that will enable you to practice and
familiarize yourself with the different sounds. You should practice these till
you can play them correctly without looking at the keyboard. While you
practice how to play, please sing-along too so that you can improve your
voice and can learn how to sing more in tune.
The term Alankar literally means an ornament or decoration; it is the
repetition of musical notes from a Raga in a particular pattern.
Alankars are of four types:
1.
Asthai Alankars, which returns to the initial note
2.
Arohi Alankars, which is a ascending sequence of notes
3.
Amrohi Alankars, which is a descending sequence of notes
4.
Sanchari Alankars, which combines elements of the above types.

Alankars are extremely useful for practice and are a great way of getting
familiar with your keyboard or harmonium. Here are some Alankars for
practice; try to play them continuously for an extended period of time; its
extremely important that your fingers move smoothly on the keyboard
because when you are playing a metered melody, an extra second's
hesitation is enough to send you out of synchronization with the taal or
rhythm.
In the context of Indian classical music, the application of an alankar is
essentially to enhance the inherent beauty of the genre. Or we can say
when a group or cluster of notes embellishes another swar, they form the
alankar. There are almost 33 types of alankars but few are being used
these days, for example, meend, andolan and murki.

SHORT NOTES
Meend
The term meend has a wider implication. It is generally understood as a
glide from one note to another in instruments like sitar as well as vocal
music. Gliding from one note to another in a ghazal brings beauty in their
performances. Proper rendition of meend not only depends on the
accuracy of the starting and ending swars but also on the exacting
knowledge of the kan-swars of the ragas.
Andolan
The Andolan alankar is a gentle swing or oscillation that begins from a fixed
note and touches the periphery of an adjacent note. Specialty about
andolan is that in the course of the oscillation, it touches the microtones or
shrutis that exist in between. The note that is being oscillated within an
Andolan is known as andolit swar.
Murki
Murki is cluster of notes that sounds like a short, subtle taan. A murki can
also comprise a series of such short clusters. Although some special
murkis are used in khayal singing, it is really a very handy device for a
thumri singer. In fact, the bols of a thumri, the ragas they are normally set
to and the mood of this form of singing especially demand the usage of
murkis.

Kampan (Vibrato in western music)
Here the note is articulated with a quiver so that instead of a steady or
unwavering tone the note sounds tremulous or undulating, adding an
emotional dimension to it. What is the precise mechanics of the ornament?
Let us analyse it in detail:
The ornament spans two distinct pitches – the note itself (we will call this
the “true note”) and another tone (we will call this the “supporting tone”).
The supporting tone is not in itself a true musical note (i.e., it is not a tone
that qualifies to be a musically acceptable note by being related in
frequency to a predetermined tonic note – ½, 2/3, ¾, 4/5, 8/9 etc.)
The supporting tone is very close to the true note in pitch – so close that
if the performer had sounded the supporting note in place of the true note
the qualified listener would have justifiably commented that the performer
played the true note but erred very slightly in intonation while doing so (that
is, was just a little bit “out of tune”)
The supporting tone is higher in pitch than the true note
The ornament comprises sounding of the true note and the supporting
tone alternately, starting with the true note
The speed of alternating between the true note and the supporting tone is
rapid – varying between 5 or 6 times and 9 or 10 times a second, with an
average of about 6 per second.

Krintan

Krintan is the opposite of Sparsh. The movement of notes in the Krintan is
descending. For example in G R, the forefinger is placed on R and the
middle or ring finger is placed on G and immediately after plucking G, the
finger on it is moved transversely across the string to produce a secondary
plucking (without the help of the right hand) so that R is sounded. Here, R
is the main note and G is the sparsh-swar.
Though the musical idea behind both Sparsh and Krintan is the kan-swar,
they produce rather different effects (other than the expected difference
between voice and instrument) from the kan-swar produced vocally. This is
mainly because the chief action in playing a Sparsh or Krintan involves
complex plucking on a metal string with both hands. The ensuing sound
has a slightly metallic timbre and can never be reproduced by the human
voice. However, if a kan-swar is played on an instrument using a swift
meend, the effect is not so different from its vocal counterpart.

Sparsh
Kan-swars deal with grace notes or touch notes. Since “touch” means
Sparsh in Hindi, these grace notes are often referred to as sparsh-swars as
well. Other than being executed vocally, kan-swars (or sparsh-swars) can
also be executed on instruments. There are three ways of doing this: using
a swift short glide (meend or a ghaseet), a Sparsh (not to be confused with
the sparsh-swar) and a Krintan.
Sparsh (the technique) is a special way of playing a note on plucked
stringed instruments. The direction of note is ascending. For playing R G,
the forefinger of the left-hand is placed on R and plucked and before the
sound dies out, the middle or ring finger is placed with force on G so that G
is clearly audible without right-hand plucking. Here the main note is G while
R is the sparsh-swar.
Khatka/Gitkari
When a knot or cluster of notes is sung or played very fast and with gusto
to decorate or embellish another note, it is called a khatka or gitkari. Say
for example, R S S….R where the cluster, R S S embellishes R and is
applied very swiftly. In instruments, khatkas are played not only in fast
meends but also with the help of a combination of krintans and sparshs. R
S in krintan and S in sparsh when played on a single stroke of the right
hand can be termed as a khatka for its musical effect.

Zamzama
Zamzama is an urdu word meaning ‘addition of notes’. Like a khatka, it is
once again a cluster of notes, used to embellish the landing note. Unlike a
khatka, notes in a zamzama are rendered in progressive combinations and
permutations. The end result sounds like a complex taan pattern with sharp
gamaks. For example, M P, M P, M M P D D P. It must be remembered that
zamzamas really form an integral part of tappa singing, where it is applied
on the ‘bols’ of the song and must be applied in khayal renditions with great
caution.

HISTORY OF INDIAN MUSIC FROM 13TH TO 17TH CENTURY

Between 1210 A.D. and 1247 A.D, Sharangadev, who was a great
musician in the court of the Yadav kings of Devgiri (later named
Daulatabad) wrote his famous book Sangeeta Ratnakara. This book
actually gave a sound and scientific basis to music.
There was a slight setback tio the music of North India in the first half of the
12th century due to the constant military encounters between the Hindus
and Muslims. In the latter half of that century, Jayadev, the famous poetmusicologist wrote his beautiful book of lyrics called Geeta Govinda. The
songs spoke of Krishna, Radha and the Gopis - of love and longing and the
joy and sorrow that revolves around these emotions. These songs written
in pure Sanskrit were set to tune based on the Jati music and were known
as Prabandha.
Later, Sanskrit was replaced by a language that was more commonly
followed in that region. The local language - mainly around Uttar Pradesh was called Braj Bhasha or Brij Bhasha. This dialect gradually became the
predominent medium of expression even in music.

There came a crucial and important period for North Indian Classical Music
- the Moghul period. The Moghuls are remembered for various harms
they inflicted on India at that period - looting, shattering ancient and divinely
temples, imposing religion on many - but if we look at music, there is no
major harm done in that field. It is also stated very commonly that they are
the ones who brought Music from the temples. It is amazing that while
making it mundane and vulgar, they have also enriched it.
When the Moghuls first came to India, all the books on Classical Music
were in Sanskrit. Although they could hardly understand them, they
gradually developed an interest, and became aprt and parcel of this art
from. They later introduced new musical instruments and of course many
new melodies. India was honored with many great milestones of Hindustani
Classical Music in this period.

Towards the 15th century , a writer-musician by the name of Lochana
wrote 'Raga Tarangini' where he classified the 'group system' known as
'Thaat' as the origin of Ragas.
Raja Mansingh of Gwalior was the founder of the Gwalior Gharana and a
great patron in Dhrupad style. His wives were also proficient singers and
are credited with the composition of many melodies.
Towards the end of 15th century the Bhakti movement came up and all
over North India, which was a tremendous help to spread classical and
light calssical music among the masses.

In the 16th century, music had reached its zenith in the flourishing court of
Emperor Akbar (1556 - 1605 A.D). The emperor himself was a great
connoisseur of art and culture. It is said, that at point, he had as many as
thirty six experts in music in his court. Three of the most famous and
accomplished musicians of Akbar's time were Tansen, Baiju Bawra and
Ramdas.
Jahangir's reign was also considered to be glorious for Indian Classical
Music; his son Shah Jahan was a also a lover of art and music.
Unfortunately Aurangzeb turned out to be quite different in his taste and he
decided not to allow it in the Islamic religion. He even tried oput ways of
insulting the propagation of music in many ways.

Approximately in the period between 400 A.D and 500 A.D Bharata wrote
his famous treatise, the Natyashastra. The Hindu philosophy and literature
unanimously regards Natyashastra as the most authentic book on dance,
drama and music. It truly contains the root of all Indian aesthetics. There
have been several scholars who have given their commentaries and
interpretations of Natyashastra.
Bharata's son Dattila is also credited with a book named Dattilam. Another
writer named Matanga wrote a book known as Brihaddeshi, around the 8th
century.
The period from 400 A.D to 1100 A.D. shows considerable progress in
sorting and organizing of classical music. It is said that Jatis were
subsequently divided into six principle basic melodies and soon afterwards
two branches of classical music came into existence: Northern or
Hindustani school, and the Southern or Carnatic school.

